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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE PT. 2
1} a substance or medicine believed to have the power to cure ills; a tonic. Farmer Tice created an

___________that was supposed to grow hair, but as it turned out, the entire valley went bald!
2} slang for nonsense; crap or BS; horse hockey; stories not true. Honeybunch told Farmer Tice that

his lame excuses are nothing but a lot of ______________.
3} with sadness; in a sorrowful manner. Farmer Tice looked ________________ at his broken down

tractor.
4} ostentatious; showy; audacious; bold or brilliant. Farmer Tice went to the masquerade party

wearing a _____________ suite of armor.
5} slang for to yell; Honeybunch _________________ at Farmer Tice for pilfering the cookie jar.
6} quarrelsome; spunky; plucky; combative. Don’t let her small size fool you, she’s a ____________

little hamster.
7} of the foot, arthritis that affects the joint at the base of the big toe. Honeybunch came down with a

bad case of _________ and stayed in bed for a week eating & watching the roller derby on TV.
8} a switch that starts a motor or engine. Farmer Tice put the key in the _____________, but the

truck wouldn’t start.
9} called by a distinctive epithet, title, or nickname. Farmer Tice was ____________ King of All Wine

Makers.
10} kicked out & forced to live away from one’s home or village. Farmer Tice was ____________ to

the barn.
11} cheated or tricked out of money; chiseled. Farmer Tune ____________ Farmer Tice out of $20

once again!
12} not subject to death; forever lasting; living forever. The story of Farmer Tice will become an

__________ tale.
13} gray or grayish in color. Old man Bunch wore a _____________ beard.
14} how shotguns are measured. Ben Miller blasted the flying saucer with a 12 _________ shotgun.
15} sellers; business owners. The men of Swine Hall insisted they were farmers, not _____________.
16} crude, loud, boisterous laughter. When Farmer Tice added white shoe polish instead of

mayonnaise on his sandwich and ate it, his wife let out with a loud __________.
17} a ruffian or a hoodlum; a delinquent; troublemaker. The Weasel was a little _______________.
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18} power structure of society; a place of business; dominant group or organization. In book #4 the

young people, called “the herd”, wanted to do away with the __________________ by destroying
businesses & refusing to work.
19} stands out by excellence; well known; of importance. “Please allow me to introduce our very

______________ speaker, the Root Beer King himself--FARMER TICE!!!
20} small Japanese barbecue. Honeybunch cooked a mess of mountain oysters at the beach on a

_____________.
21} slang word for hokum; a load of BS; a lot of nonsense. Instead of telling his wife the truth about

wasting the day away, Farmer Tice returned from Bum Park with a load of ___________________.
22} for the particular or specific purpose; in a clear or direct manner; in an unmistakable manner. The

tractor, when it was working, was used ________________ for doing farm work; not joyriding.
23} a song or ode praising God, a nation, a deity, etc. The Reverend Muler led the congregation in

singing a _________ called, “Or You’ll be Damned !!”
24} having to do with money or investments; money matters. Farmer Tice had _____________

troubles and couldn’t pay his bills, which is why he always turned to the cookie jar.
25} breed of very big & powerful horse such as a Clydesdale or Shire. Farmer Tice was directly behind

a team of _____________________ & stepped in a huge pile of road apples.
26} fear of work. Farmer Tice suffered from chronic _________________.
27} small narrow divot or excavation to channel water. The tractor was stuck in the ___________.
28} an odd, eccentric, difficult, or unreasonable (old man). Harry Haviland, the dog food millionaire,

was and old __________ who was so cheap that he ate his own dog food.
29} military stronghold & town; castle; place of security. All of the lodge brothers hid out at Swine

Hall, which was like a _____________ securing them from their nagging wives.
30} made crippled; legs tied together; limping about with difficulty. Farmer Tice ___________ about

in the middle of the night with his shoe laces tied together.

distinguished, ditch, dolefully, draft horses, dubbed, elixir, entrepreneurs, geezer,
ergophobia, establishments, exiled, expressly, feisty, financial, flamboyant, gauge, gout,
grizzled, guffaw, gypped, hibachi, hobbled, hokum, hollered, hooligan, horse hockey,
fortress, hymn, ignition, immortal
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FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY PRACTICE PT. 2 {ANSWERS}
1} a substance or medicine believed to have the power to cure all ills; a tonic. Farmer Tice created an

elixir that was supposed to grow hair, but as it turned out, the entire valley went bald!
2} slang for nonsense; crap or BS; horse hockey; stories not true. Honeybunch told Farmer Tice that

his lame excuses are nothing but a lot of hokum.
3} with sadness; in a sorrowful manner. Farmer Tice looked doleful at his broken down tractor.
4} ostentatious; showy; audacious; bold or brilliant. Farmer Tice went to the masquerade party

wearing a flamboyant suite of armor.
5} slang for to yell; Honeybunch hollered at Farmer Tice for pilfering the cookie jar.
6} quarrelsome; spunky; plucky; combative. Don’t let her small size fool you, she’s a feisty little

hamster.
7} of the foot, arthritis that affects the joint at the base of the big toe. Honeybunch came down with a

bad case of gout and stayed in bed for a week eating & watching the roller derby on TV.
8} a switch that starts a motor or engine. Farmer Tice put the key in the ignition, but the truck

wouldn’t start.
9} called by a distinctive epithet, title, or nickname. Farmer Tice was dubbed King of All Wine

Makers.
10} kicked out & forced to live away from one’s home or village. Farmer Tice was exiled to the barn.
11} cheated or tricked out of money; chiseled. Farmer Tune gypped Farmer Tice out of $20 once

again!
12} not subject to death; forever lasting; living forever. The story of Farmer Tice will become an

immortal tale.
13} gray or grayish in color. Old man Bunch wore a grizzled beard.
14} how shotguns are measured. Ben Miller blasted the flying saucer with a 12 gauge shotgun.
15} sellers; business owners. The men of Swine Hall insisted they were farmers, not entrepreneurs.
16} crude, loud, boisterous laughter. When Farmer Tice added white shoe polish instead of

mayonnaise on his sandwich and ate it, his wife let out with a loud guffaw.
17} a ruffian or a hoodlum; a delinquent; troublemaker. The Weasel was a little hooligan.
18} power structure of society; a place of business; dominant group or organization. In book #4 the

young people, called “the herd”, wanted to do away with the establishment by destroying businesses &
refusing to work.
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19} stands out by excellence; well known; of importance. “May I introduce our very distinguished

speaker, the Root Beer King himself--FARMER TICE!!!
20} small Japanese barbecue. Honeybunch cooked a mess of mountain oysters at the beach on a

hibachi.
21} slang word for hokum; a load of BS; a lot of nonsense. Instead of telling his wife the truth about

wasting the day away, Farmer Tice returned from Bum Park with a load of horse hockey.
22} for the particular or specific purpose; in a clear or direct manner; in an unmistakable manner. The

tractor, when it was working, was used expressly for doing farm work; not joyriding.
23} a song or ode praising God, a nation, a deity, etc. The Reverend Muler led the congregation in

singing a hymn called, “Or You’ll be Damned !!”
24} having to do with money or investments; money matters. Farmer Tice had financial troubles and

couldn’t pay his bills, which is why he always turned to the cookie jar.
25} breed of very big & powerful horse such as a Clydesdale or Shire. Farmer Tice was directly behind

a team of draft horses & stepped in a huge pile of road apples.
26} fear of work. Farmer Tice suffered from chronic ergophobia.
27} small narrow divot or excavation to channel water. The tractor was stuck in the ditch.
28} an odd, eccentric, difficult, or unreasonable (old man). Harry Haviland, the dog food millionaire,

was and old geezer who was so cheap that he ate his own dog food.
29} military stronghold & town; castle; place of security. All of the lodge brothers hid out at Swine

Hall, which was like a fortress securing them from their nagging wives.
30} made crippled; legs tied together; limping about with difficulty. Farmer Tice hobbled about in the

middle of the night with his shoe laces tied together.

The time Farmer Tice put white shoe polish
instead of mayonnaise on his sandwich
and ate it!!!
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